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Abstract
Attackers continue to become more skilled in their ability to penetrate organization’s networks. Defenders need intelligent systems which provide meaningful data to detect advanced attacks. SIEM solutions are great tools for any security team. However, getting the most out of a SIEM solution requires focus on reporting, correlating and analyzing events across security systems. This is especially important when looking at intrusion detection. Today’s attacks routinely bypass signature based systems and, therefore, require additional data sources beyond simply detecting specific attack traffic. Spending the time and effort to fully develop the correlation and reporting aspects of a SIEM can dramatically improve a team’s ability to detect a compromise. While this paper focuses on Q1Labs Qradar, the intent is to provide rules and alerts which could also be used in other environments.
1. Introduction

There is no question that preventing attacks is the preferred outcome for security practitioners. The problem is that no matter how much time and money are spent on prevention technologies, eventually, prevention will fail. “This principle doesn’t mean you should abandon your prevention efforts. As a necessary ingredient of the security process, it is always preferable to prevent intrusions than to recover from them. Unfortunately, no security professional maintains a 1.000 batting average against intruders. Prevention is a necessary but not sufficient component of security.” (Bejtlich, 2004)

Unfortunately, detecting successful attacks is increasingly difficult due to the level of sophistication and targeted nature employed in today’s attacks. Gone are the days of dealing with simple defacements and script kiddies. Today’s attackers are highly organized and can be well funded. Attacks have evolved from simply being an annoyance to having the potential for significant financial impact to a business and even reaching the level of national security concern. Mandiant, a security consulting firm for Fortune 500 Corporations and the US Government, categorizes intrusions into three different levels, each having a different purpose and level of sophistication. See Figure 1 for details (Harms, 2008).

These increasingly complex attacks require much more than signature based solutions can provide. Individual security solutions, such as antivirus, are often easily bypassed via various techniques. According to Graham Ingram, General Manager of the Australian CERT, “The most popular brands of antivirus on the market… have an 80 percent miss rate. That is not a detection rate that is a miss rate”. (Kotadia, 2006)
IDS does employ other techniques beyond signature detection alone, their success rate can also be limited, especially after the initial compromise. Attackers often use valid credentials to move around networks and transfer data using normal methods. Both cases would be very unlikely for IDS to catch. Therefore, organizations need systems which provide an overall view of the entire network. Richard Bejtlich, in his book The Tao of Network Security Monitoring says “defensible networks can be watched. A corollary of this principle is that defensible networks can be audited. ‘Accountants’ can make records of the ‘transactions’ occurring across and through the enterprise. Analysts can scrutinize these records for signs of misuse and intrusion.” (Bejtlich, 2004) Organizations need to take input from various security solutions and correlate events in order to detect potential compromises. Security Information and Event Management (SIEM) systems provide this capability and should be leveraged in order to maximize efforts in detecting today’s advanced threats.

While SIEM solutions offer many benefits to the overall security of an organization, they are often not funded or prioritized most heavily based upon security. A compliance requirement most often drives the purchase and implementation of these systems. “The primary driver of the North American SIEM market continues to be regulatory compliance. More than 80% of SIEM deployment projects are funded to close a compliance gap.” (Nicolett, 2009) At first glance this may not seem to be a problem. After all, funding a security project can be a major challenge given their cost to an organization. However, SIEM projects funded by compliance will tend to be focused on compliance, potentially at the expense of security. Marking the proverbial compliance check box and moving on to other issues could be a costly mistake. Organizations with compliance requirements should ensure that the project also impacts security operations and incident response before considering a SIEM project successful.

SIEM solutions, including Q1Labs Qradar, typically offer both reporting and alerting capabilities. Organizations should use both in detecting security incidents, however the decision about when to use one over the other is a decision best made by each individual organization. For instance, a large company with a 24 hour security operations center would likely want to employ more alerting capabilities in order to limit the time between compromise and detection. However, a smaller organization with a
single information security staff member may decide that receiving daily reports covering questionable activity may be the most effect method for prioritizing security activities. Regardless of the method of notification, the techniques discussed apply to both scenarios and should work from either an alerting or reporting perspective. Additionally, while the Q1Labs Qradar SIEM is our focus, these techniques should be effective for just about any centralized logging infrastructure and even systems with logs in multiple places. The only requirement is to be able to query data across multiple systems and data stores.

Another pitfall SIEM implementations face is not taking into account the post-implementation human resource requirements. SIEM vendors tout various alerting capabilities and correlation engines, however no implementation can be successful without being tuned and tailored to the needs of the organization. This is especially true when tuning the system to detect incidents. Effective detection requires knowledge of the existing infrastructure within the organization. After presenting a previous paper on SIEM implementations, I was approached by numerous people who ultimately had the same issue. “We’ve implemented a SIEM, now what?” People seemed to be inundated with alerts and frustrated with the lack of reliable and actionable data. Regardless of the system being implemented, organizations should be able to create custom reports and alerts to detect attacks accurately and efficiently.

The following examples come from real world experiences managing a multi-campus university network. In order to provide additional context, sections include real world examples using Q1Labs Qradar to detect an intrusion based upon the techniques discussed. The security challenges on a university network are very interesting as various constituents have different security requirements. While there are university owned systems on which we can impose security controls similar to our corporate counterparts; we also have residence halls which we must provide network access to non-university owned computers. The challenge is detecting and responding to compromise accurately and efficiently. Qradar is the primary resource for accomplishing this task.
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2. System Setup

SIEM solutions can certainly mean different things to different people. For the purposes of our discussion, a SIEM will be a system capable of receiving logs from virtually any device, operating system or application in the enterprise. Most people think of network security related items such as firewall, intrusion detection and VPN logs first when considering SIEM. This is perfectly fine, but organizations need not limit themselves to these technologies. The goal should be to have each and every log in the enterprise collected in the SIEM.

Devices and applications which do not necessarily have a focus on security still can add significant value during an investigation. In addition to log collection, ideally a solution will include the collection of session data and access to full content network captures.

SIEM solutions do not require session data, also called flows; however the ability to access this information can dramatically improve the capability of the system. “The basic elements of session data include the following: Source IP, Source port, Destination IP, Destination port, Protocol (e.g., TCP, UDP, ICMP), Timestamp, generally when the session began and measure of the amount of information exchanged during the session.” (Bejtlich, 2006) The most common flow records are Cisco’s Netflow, however there are several other options including sFlow and Jflow. These technologies collect traditional session data without any application data. There are also more specialized NBAD products such as Q1Labs Qflow collectors which allow for capture of a portion of the application data within the flow record. This can greatly assist in determining whether an anomaly is an incident or false positive.
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Full content network captures are typically not built directly into SIEM products. However, SIEM solutions often have capabilities to integrate with systems providing full content captures. For example, NetWitness NextGen products provide full content network captures for network forensics purposes. NetWitness has an application called SIEMLink designed to integrate with an organization’s SIEM. “SIEMLink is a lightweight Windows application designed to act as a transparent, real-time translator of critical security event data between Web-based consoles, such as security event and information management (SIEM) systems and network and system management (NSM) programs.” ("Netwitness total network," 2009)

Collecting full content network captures is certainly not a simple task due to issues of performance, storage and politics. However, if organizations can address the issues involved, full content network captures will provide significant benefits in explaining what really happened during a potential incident. “By keeping a record of the maximum amount of network activity allowed by policy and collection hardware, analysts buy themselves the greatest likelihood of understanding the extent of intrusions.” (Bejtlich, 2004) For the purposes of this discussion we will assume the SIEM has access to log and flow data, leaving full content network captures as an optional method for further determining the extent of an intrusion.

3. Suspicous Traffic and Services

Developing various reports and alarms for intrusion detection can seems like an overwhelming task. The best approach is to start with some simple alerts and build more advanced correlations from there. These reports are very simple to create, yet still can be highly effective in locating compromised machines. While many organizations are likely blocking much of the traffic discussed, reporting on its attempted usage is still valuable to detect successful attacks. In fact, one could argue that traffic which is prohibited by policy or technical controls, yet still exists on the network, may be more indicative of malicious activity.
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3.1. SMTP, IRC and DNS

A great place to start is outbound SMTP traffic. “Keep an eye out for a massive amount of SMTP outbound traffic. Such patterns, especially coming from machines that are not supposed to be SMTP servers, will likely point to a malware spam bot that has implanted itself in your organization.” (“Shadowserver foundation information," 2009)

Monitoring outbound email traffic, regardless of whether the traffic is allowed or blocked by the firewall, is a highly effective method for detecting compromised hosts. This can be done by monitoring firewall or flow logs. Create a report or rule to monitor any outbound traffic destined for port 25. However, be sure to exclude valid SMTP senders such as mail servers, web servers which email forms and vulnerability scanners. Daily reports covering the previous 24 hours are effective or rules can be created to flag an alert after a certain threshold has been crossed. I’ve used daily SMTP reports for years in a university dorm network with very high success rate. Standard practice for our team is to assume any machine generating 250 or more SMTP events in a 24 hour period is compromised. Most often, the numbers will be much higher, likely in the thousands of events.

Internet Relay Chat is a protocol used to chat via the Internet, most often by technically oriented people. IRC also is “one of the very first types of botnet: bots were controlled via IRC (Internet Relay Chat) channels. Each infected computer connected to the IRC server indicated in the body of the bot program, and waited for commands from its master on a certain channel.” (Kamluk, 2008) IRC uses a range of ports, but most often port 6667. The existence of IRC traffic alone is not a guarantee of malicious activity as IRC is still used for legitimate communications. An effective method for determining what traffic is malicious is simply asking the user of the computer if they know what IRC is or if they are using it. Regardless, monitoring outbound traffic to ports 6660-6669 from firewall logs is still a good idea to detect potentially compromised machines.

DNS activity is most certainly not malicious by itself. However, only DNS servers should be communicating externally via DNS. Client workstations or non-DNS servers should not, and therefore, may be a sign of compromised machines. Specific Trojans, called DNS changers, are designed to change a host computer’s DNS server.
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settings so clients resolve domains from external servers and can be redirected to malicious sites. “Check the machine's default DNS resolution servers. Are they what you would expect to see (a company's or ISP's DNS servers, or that of your internal LAN's router?) If not, malware may be redirecting DNS requests to a shady source.”

("Shadowserver foundation information," 2009) Instead of checking individual machines, an organization can use SIEM to monitor their entire organization. Create a SIEM rule or daily report to monitor outbound traffic to port 53, excluding DNS servers. Any systems which show up on the report should be investigated further for potential compromise.

These three methods for detecting compromised machines are certainly very basic, but can still be effective and should be the start of any log based intrusion detection planning. A simple report, generated every 24 hours, with these three criteria is a good starting place. The following report is an example of a daily user defined report in Qradar detailing external SMTP activity (destination port 25) by source IP address. Addresses for known SMTP servers are excluded. This report identified three infected clients located in our student dormitories; source IP addresses have been removed.

3.2. Suspicious Outbound Internet Traffic

In addition to looking for potentially malicious traffic across the network, incident detection plans should also look for general traffic which does not fit the profile of the originating machine. For instance, there are certain systems and devices that really should not be making outbound internet connections. For example, printers likely should not require outbound internet access and can be used for malicious purposes. “Network printers have long been used as jump off points in exploiting networks and for storage of hacking tools and data.” (Danford, 2009) Simple alerts can be created to notify the
analyst of outbound connections from these devices, assuming they are properly defined and segregated within the enterprise.

Embedded devices also pose a potential risk and likely do not require extensive Internet access. Unfortunately, these devices are also often lacking the patch management procedures of their PC and server counterparts. The Conficker worm garnered much attention during 2009 and for good reason. Our network went relatively unscathed to the worm due to timely patching. The one area we did see compromised machines were several Windows embedded devices used for controlling classroom technology equipment. In fact, we believe the initial infection point was a device which was shipped to us pre-loaded with Conficker. These compromises were detected because the embedded system began attempting connections outside of their permitted network segment.

Organizations which segment their devices properly can use Qradar to monitor these network segments for suspicious activity. This could be both external Internet access or even simply network connections into or out of the local subnet. Some organizations will filter these subnets with firewalls or router ACLs. In this case, Qradar has a built in rule for watching denied connections called “Recon: Excessive Firewall Denies from Local Host”. This rule will fire if a single source IP creates 40 denied connections to at least 40 destinations in five minutes. In order to create a rule for specific segments, the rule can be copied, then modified to include specific source IP ranges and different detection settings if so desired.

Servers are another area which you can use system profiling of network activity to detect compromise. Do the vast majority of your servers really need to make outbound Internet connections? For those that do required Internet access, to how many addresses or domains? This report will take a bit more time to put together as you’ll likely need to filter out a few updates sites, outgoing SMTP for mail relays, etc. This is an area I would recommend getting system administrators involved if possible. Do some initial tuning of the obvious false positives, then ask system administrators to review a quick daily report of the systems for which they are responsible and alert the security team to any anomalies. If possible, automate the process to create the report and create a regular call in the IT ticketing system. Certainly, some occasional audits to make sure the process is
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being followed will be required. However, getting non-security focused staff involved in the process only helps build more awareness of security related issues.

3.3. New Hosts and Services

The favorite saying of one of my colleagues is “What’s changed”. His question anytime something isn’t working correctly. This analogy very much applies to intrusion detection. New services can be indicative of recently installed backdoors or accidentally installed services which could become targets for new attacks. New hosts on the network could be a rouge device like a wireless access point or a non-standard workstation. While these events are not a guarantee of compromise; removing non-sanctioned devices can help prevent future attacks.

Qradar can collect this data from a variety of sources including integration with port scanners such as Nmap, or vulnerability scanners like Nessus or Qualys and the collection of “passive” data based upon flows. The simplest and one of the most effective methods is integration with an already existing Nmap scanner. This integration can be accomplished by defining your Nmap scanner using the VA Scanner button on the Admin tab of Qradar. Once the scanner has been setup with the proper credentials, scans can be scheduled from with the VA Scan section of the Asset Tab. Qradar will log onto the defined Nmap scanner, launch the scan, retrieve the results and publish the data within the appropriate asset record. Figure 4 shows a sample asset record after being scanned with Nmap.

Figure 4
Qradar includes a standard rule to detect the presences of a new service in the DMZ. The “DMZ” is a network object which is defined during the tuning phase of a Qradar deployment. However, this rule can be easily modified or duplicated to watch for changes to any network segment or specific hosts. Figure 5 shows an offense generated when Qradar detected a new service in the DMZ based upon regular port scans using the Nmap integration. Double clicking the “new port discovered” event (see arrow) would provide details regarding the port discovered which in this case was port 3389 (Microsoft Remote Desktop).

![Figure 5](image)

The detection of new devices using Qradar uses the same Nmap scan data and another pre-defined rule. From a security perspective, this rule can be used to find rogue devices such as a rogue access point. In addition to finding rogue devices these scans are highly effective in finding devices with improperly configured network settings. Many organizations subnet various devices to provide additional separation and security controls. Devices such as printers, embedded systems, HVAC, etc often have their own network segments. In the university environment keeping student owned computers on the proper VLANs and segregated from faculty and staff networks is important. In addition to the canned rule Qradar provides, organizations can increase the effectiveness of their scans by looking for specific devices or the existence of devices which do not match what should exist in the subnet. Qradar can detect and exclude an operating system by adding the following criteria to any rule. From within the “Rule Test Stack Editor” in Qradar, select the Test Group “Event Property Tests” and select the criteria “when the username matches the following regex”. Next, change “username” to “OS”
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and change “regex” to a regular expression appropriate for the operating system you would like to detect or exclude. However, I prefer to determine operating system rules based upon open/close ports on the asset as this method has proven more effective during our testing.

For instance, an organization with subnets dedicated to VOIP handsets could create a custom rule similar to Figure 6. In this case, VOIP phones used do not have any listening ports; therefore the rule detects the presence of a device in the VOIP subnet with an open port. If such a device is detected, an offense is generated for investigation. Conversely, the custom rule in Figure 7 is designed to catch any non-windows device inside of a subnet designated for windows-based computers. This helps to detect rogue access points, printers in the wrong subnet and non-windows personal devices.

Figure 6

**Figure 7**

### 3.4. Darknets

Darknets are a classic method for detecting suspicious traffic. The concept is quite simple. Create network segments inside your infrastructure which are routable, however have no systems or devices setup to use the local network. Therefore, no system on your network should be attempting to access anything within the Darknet. “Any packet that enters a Darknet is by its presence aberrant. No legitimate packets should be sent to a Darknet. Such packets may have arrived by mistake or misconfiguration, but the majority of such packets are sent by malware. This malware, actively scanning for
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vulnerable devices, will send packets into the Darknet, and this is exactly what we want.” ("The Darknet project.") Qradar can monitor traffic events and flow records to watch for systems attempting to access predefined Darknet addresses. During the initial setup of your network hierarchy, Darknets can be defined. Qradar will then monitor these network segments based upon the rule “Suspicious Activity: Communication with Known Watched Networks” and generate an offense accordingly. While the default rule will work, it includes both watched network lists and Darknet addresses in the same rule. I prefer to have these separate and therefore create a customized rule for these categories.

The example in Figure 8 is not only an example of the Darknet address rule firing, but also a good example of how Qradar correlates various suspicious network activities across both events (firewalls in this case) and flow data. In addition, due to integration with identity information the username of the person currently logged into the internal, attacking host is also displayed.

**Figure 8**
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4. Authentication, Accounts and Remote Access

While attacks continue to evolve in their complexity, compromised accounts continue to be effective method for intruders. Compromised accounts may not always be the initial attack vector, however they are often used to move throughout the organization or elevate the privileges of the attacker. Therefore, proper auditing of authentication attempts, account changes and access tracking can be highly effective in detecting intrusions. Please note that each time a Windows event ID is discussed there will be two numerical entries. Three digit entries correspond to Windows XP or Server 2003. Four digit entries apply to Windows Vista, 7 and Server 2008.

4.1. Brute-force Attacks

According to the SANS Institute Top 20 list, “Brute-force attacks against remote services such as SSH, FTP, and Telnet are still the most common form of attack to compromise servers facing the Internet.” ("SANS: Top Twenty," 2007) SIEM is a perfect place to collect failed authentication attempts which could be indicative of a brute force attack. Q1Labs Qradar will take authentication events from a variety of sources such as SSH, FTP, Linux and Windows, and categorize events together so reports and alarms are easily developed. This categorization process is known as normalization.

A good first step in identifying brute-force attacks is to understand what is typical for your organization. Gathering statistics regarding daily failed login attempts by device is a great statistic to have. Once you understand what’s normal for your organization, identifying attacks can be much easier. Creating this report is straightforward inside of Qradar. Create an event search covering the past 24 hours using the following criteria: Category = Authentication (High Level) and “Failed Authentication” (Low Level). Under the “Column Definition” section of the event search, have the data sorted by device based upon the sum of the event count from high to low. Another helpful variation of the above report would be to sort the data based upon source IP address rather than device.

Organizations who lock accounts for a period of time after a certain number of failed authentication attempts may also find daily statistics on locked accounts useful. Organizations with Active Directory can accomplish this by reporting on Windows event
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ID 644/4740 or, within Qradar, create an event search with log sources of Active Directory controllers and an event name of “User Account Locked Out”. Save the event search and create a daily report based upon the search. This data, collected over a period of time, should provide enough data to estimate how many accounts generally are locked within a 24 hour period. Use this baseline to compare reports and look for problems or create an offense watching for more than X number of locked accounts within a given timeframe. These numbers will be unique to each organization, however setting this kind of an alert will help with early detection of brute force attacks.

Beyond daily reports, Qradar provides several out of the box rules aimed at identifying brute-force password attacks. The general purpose of these rules is to detect a certain number failed login attempts followed by a successful login. These rules are highly effective for systems without significant login activity such as routers and firewalls. However, detection is much more difficult on high activity systems such as a web-based email server. Separating a brute-force attack from a user who forgot to change their Blackberry password is challenging. The following offense shown in Figure 9 was generated by Qradar based upon a successful brute-force attack against a Cisco device using SSH. The rule which fired is using the canned logic for brute force attacks, however is customized to watch for attacks specifically aimed at network equipment and alerts are sent to both the network and security teams. Customizing the rules for specific device helps separate alerts to help in prioritization.
Figure 9

Detecting brute-force attacks against general user accounts is certainly important, however detecting attacks against privileged accounts is critical. A good starting point for detecting these attacks is to create a list of accounts throughout the organization with elevated privileges. The list should include obvious accounts such as root and administrator, but also system level accounts used for services and database access. Windows shops will want to include any account with domain/enterprise admin access as well. In fact, one could argue that most IT staff will have some kind of elevated privileges worth monitoring. Custom brute-force rules can then be developed to look for attacks on privileged accounts. Copy the built-in Qradar brute-force rules and add additional requirements such as a list of critical usernames and/or system logs. You may also consider tuning the brute force parameters for number of attempts in a given timeframe to be more sensitive given the accounts being watched.

4.2. Windows Account Creation and Permissions

Detecting brute-force attacks and various authentication events is one method for detecting a compromised account. Another method for detecting potential compromise is tracking account creation and privilege changes within an Active Directory domain. These events can help detect when an attacker is attempting to increase their privileges or
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access sensitive resources. However, monitoring account activity within an Active Directory domain really requires logging beyond just Active Directory controllers. Collecting Windows event logs from all systems, including individual workstations, is the best way to get a full picture of what is occurring on an organization's Windows network. The following examples assume collection from all sources within the domain.

Creating accounts, while not necessarily the initial intrusion vector, can be a key method for maintaining access. However, creating an account is also one of the most basic functions within IT. Separating the malicious from the mundane can be difficult. The most basic method would be to create a daily report listing the account creations and what account was used to create the account. This report can be automatically created using Qradar’s built in event search and emailed to system administrators for review. If your organization has a strict naming convention, such as six characters followed by two digits, a rule could be created to flag account creations which do not meet organizational criteria. Since many organizations have automated their employee account creations utilizing nightly scripts or automatic triggers from another system, rules could be created to list accounts created outside the nightly script timeframe or created outside of the automated process. Security teams need to understand their organization’s account creation process and build rules based upon their specific requirements in order to best detect rogue account creations.

Most organizations are likely to prohibit or discourage the creation of local accounts. Organizations that do, should consider creating an offense for the creation of a local account. This rule will help detect policy violations, but also attacks in which a local account is created in order to maintain or elevate access.

Next, let’s take a look at changes to an account’s privileges focusing on Windows environments and Active Directory. Windows will log various events of interest in detecting attempts to change access permissions for an account. Qradar can be used to create a daily report of these event IDs for review or create an offense for immediate review. There are going to be numerous events which are valid during normal operations. The key is identifying important areas to focus on. Most Active Directory domain permissions come from group membership, therefore monitoring changes to key groups is important in detecting intrusions. A good starting place is to create a rule inside
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of Qradar to alert when changes to key groups are made. The following custom rule in Figure 10 watches logs for a member being to a global group and then checks for “Domain Admins” within the payload of the event. Thus, whenever an account is added to the Domain Admins group, an offense is generated inside of Qradar and the appropriate staff notified via email. Organizations can add other key security groups to this rule for further coverage. Additional rules can also be created for local groups to cover items such as local administrator access to PCs.

![Custom Rules Wizard](image.jpg)

Figure 10

4.3. Foreign Country Logins

Another method for detecting intrusions using valid credentials is to use SIEM to correlate logins with geo-location data. “One of the use cases we tackled was the monitoring of login attempts from foreign countries. We wanted to keep a particularly close watch on successful logins from countries in which we don't normally have employees in… we had to have the ability to extract usernames and IP addresses from these logs; and, we had to have the ability to map an IP address to a country code.” (Bejtlich, 2008) Qradar is capable for providing similar data. First, within the rules section of the offense tab, edit the building block titled “Category Definition: Countries
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with no Remote Access” and enter countries where logins should not come from. Next, enable the rule “Anomaly: Remote Access from Foreign Country” and any login events from banned countries will become offenses. If needed, you can also further customize the alert to specific log sources. For instance, in our University we would not be able to track international logins for our web-based email given the large contingent of international programs and students. However, monitoring our VPN and limiting access to only those areas with current operations provides valuable data. Certainly, the value of this capability depends upon the organization in question. However, organizations which are predominantly domestic or do business in a limited number of countries may find the services helpful. Also, organizations may be able to target logins from specific countries known to be hotbeds for malicious activity.

5. Adding Context and Correlation to IDS Alerts

IDS and IPS solutions, whether open source or commercial, can create a mountain of alerts to classify and respond to. “On any given network, on any given day, Snort can fire thousands of alerts. Your task as an intrusion analyst is to sift through the data, extract events of interest, and separate the false positives from the actual attacks.” (Beale, Baker, et al, 2006) SIEM can help greatly in dealing with IDS alerts as they typically offer a variety of options for reporting on and analyzing IDS alerts. This can be done in a variety of ways including different methods of reporting, adding knowledge of the target operating system or applications and including data regarding vulnerabilities which exist on the target system.

First, consider the benefit of customized reporting a SIEM can provide. IDS can be a noisy technology and focusing effort on the most critical alerts can help find events worth investigating. For example, Qradar can be used to filter IDP events and create a report for high value systems within the organization. Qradar allows users to assign an “Asset Weight” to each asset inside of the asset profile shown in Figure 4. These asset weights can then be used in various event searches and reports. For instance, an offense or alert could be created anytime an exploit is seen against a high value target. This can help prioritize security analyst’s time appropriately. Commercial IDS systems likely have solutions capable of doing this work for you; however why not do so in a
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centralized console where the rest of the organizations logs and alerts reside. Also, due to support for multiple IDS solutions, Qradar can allow central collection and correlation across multiple kinds of sensors.

Second, look for ways to add knowledge of the target operating system or installed applications in order to make the report more effective. Qradar will parse supported IDS logs and then categorize events based upon data provided. This can allow users to filter out events which are not valid for their organization. For instance, one could create a report filtering out “Unix” alerts for your subnets containing Windows servers or email a report of web applications attacks detected to the web development team.

Third, further data may be gathered via integration with vulnerability scanners. “Keep a list of vulnerable systems and refer to it when attacks occur. If you know your host is not vulnerable to a particular attack, you can rest assured that the attack was not successful.” ("The Truth about," 2001) Assets must first be scanned with a supported vulnerability scanner from within Qradar. Next, Qradar watches intrusion detection logs for exploits targeting systems which are vulnerable to the attack. Qradar has several canned rules to help provide this capability. The system includes rules for “Target Vulnerable to Detected Exploit, Target Vulnerable to Detected Exploit on Different Port and Target Vulnerable to Different Exploit than Detected on Attacked Port”. The rule “Target Vulnerable to Detected Exploit” obviously has strong value; however don’t discount the other rules. IDS systems may not always be able to detect the exact exploit an attacker is delivering, but may still detect malicious activity relating to the attack such as the existence of shellcode or protocol anomalies.

6. Web Application Attacks

Web application attacks are a key vector for compromise in today’s enterprise networks. Attacks such as SQL injection allow attackers to take control of internal resources via vulnerable public facing web applications. Once the attacker has access to the internal database server, he can attack other internal resources or exfiltrate sensitive data. The Verizon Business 2009 Data Breach Investigations Supplemental Report states that SQL injection was a “factor in 18% of breaches in caseload” and a “factor in 79% of
records compromised in caseload”. (Baker, Hylender, & Valentine, 2009) Cross-site scripting attacks allow attackers to compromise client systems visiting trusted resources. Compromise could occur on internal corporate systems or customers visiting your organization’s website.

Certainly the most effective method for dealing with web applications attacks is proper development practices. The goal should be to eliminate these vulnerabilities. However, if vulnerabilities do exist, whether known or unknown, how do we detect attacks against them? Web application attacks are very challenging as they use the same ports and services to conduct malicious activity as are used for non-malicious activity. From a logging perspective, there are several options for monitoring logs for malicious activity. Logs can of course be collected from the web server itself and is certainly the most common location. However, web server logs have one major disadvantage. “Web server logs do not contain any data sent in the HTTP header, like POST parameters. The HTTP header can contain valuable data, as most forms and their parameters are submitted by POST requests. This comes as a big deficiency for web server log files.” (Meyer, 2008) Another, more effective, location for generating valuable web application log files is a web application firewall. “WAF log files contain as much information as those from a web server plus the policy decisions of the filter rules (e.g. HTTP request blocked; file transfer size limit reached, etc.). A WAF provides a wealth of information for filtering and detection purposes and is thus a good place for the detection of attacks.” (Meyer, 2008) Organizations with a WAF in place, which is supported by their SIEM, should consider doing their log analysis on those log files. However, a WAF does require additional investment and is not an option for all organizations. Regardless, organizations can analyze whatever logs are available to detect many common web attacks.

6.1. SQL Injection and Cross Site Scripting

Detecting SQL injection and cross site scripting attacks via web server logs can be challenging due to the propensity for false positives and ability for attackers to encode attacks. Therefore, some knowledge of the organization’s applications will be helpful in tuning detection methods. Detection of web application attacks will focus on patterns known to be SQL injection or cross site scripting attacks. Qradar allows for searching the
payload of log files based upon regular expressions. Therefore, the analyst can create log searches or alerts looking for specific attacks. The following regular expressions were published on securityfocus.com. (Mookhey, 2004)

**SQL Injection**

- `(/\%27)(\(-\))(\%23)(#)/ix`
  This regular expression will detect the comment characters, single quote (MS-SQL) and double-dash (Oracle) and their hexadecimal equivalents. These characters are used to terminate queries and often part of SQL injection attacks.

- `/(\%3D)[^\n]*((\%27)|(\'))(\%3B)|(;))/i`
  “This signature first looks out for the = sign or its hex equivalent (%3D). It then allows for zero or more non-newline characters, and then it checks for the single-quote, the double-dash or the semi-colon.” (Mookhey, 2004)

- `/\w*((\%27)|(\'))((\%6F)|o|(\%4F))((\%72)|r|(\%52))/ix`
  “\w* - zero or more alphanumeric or underscore characters (\%27)|\' - the ubiquitous single-quote or its hex equivalent (\%6F)|o|(\%4F))((\%72)|r|(\%52) - the word 'or' with various combinations of its upper and lower case hex equivalents.” (Mookhey, 2004)

- `/((\%27)(\'))union/ix`
  This will detect the single quote in ASCII or hex followed by the Union keyword. Other SQL commands can be substituted for union.

- `/exec(\s|\+)+(s|x)p\w+/ix`
  This regular expression is specific to Microsoft SQL environments and will detect the EXEC keyword signifying that a Microsoft stored procedure is to be run.

**Cross Site Scripting**

- `/((\%3C|<)((\%69)|i|(\%49))((\%6D)|m|(\%4D))((\%67)|g|(\%47))[^\n]+((\%3E)|>)/I`
  This regular expression will detect the “<img src” XSS attack

- `/((\%3C|<)[^\n]+((\%3E)|>)/I`
  This regular expression will detect the “<img src” XSS attack
“This signature simply looks for the opening HTML tag, and its hex equivalent, followed by one or more characters other than the newline, and then followed by the closing tag or its hex equivalent. This may end up giving a few false positives depending upon how your Web application and Web server are structured, but it is guaranteed to catch anything that even remotely resembles a cross-site scripting attack.” (Mookhey, 2004)

6.2. Web Application Honey Tokens

Beyond using regular expression to look for web application attacks, organizations have another option for detecting when someone is attempting to compromise one of their web applications. Web application honey tokens are intended to create data or portions of the web site which no normal activities should ever access. Therefore, if these fake items are accessed one can assume that an attacker is attempting some kind of malicious activity. The two ideas listed below come from a SANS Application Street Fighter Blog entry by Johanness Ullrich. (Ullrich, 2009)

First, create a fictitious “administration” web page and add the link to the disallowed section of the web server’s robots.txt file. After this is in place, check web server logs for anyone accessing the robots.txt file and later accessing the fake administration page. Second, add fake authentication credentials into the html source of a specific web page. Use the SIEM to query for anyone attempting to login using these credentials. Any IP addresses which attempt either of these two activities should be investigated further, added to your watch list and potentially blocked. Figure 11 shows an alert created to detect the robots.txt web honey token example. The rule also highlights the Qradar capability of creating multiple custom rules (red circles) and combining them into a function.
7. Data Exfiltration

Ideally, compromised systems would be detected and remediated quickly enough to limit any exposure of sensitive data. However, that is not always possible. Also, after a compromised is detected, analysts need to be able to determine if any data left the system in question or if the attacker used the compromised system to attack other targets. Security teams need to have systems in place to monitor network traffic effectively enough to address these challenges. The collection of session data at various locations throughout the network can be a tremendous help in achieving this goal.

The use of encryption in documents, archives and communications channels can make detection of sensitive data leaving the organization difficult with signatures and pattern matching alone. However, session data can still be used to determine in general terms what the attackers next steps were on the network. Large outbound transfers may point the investigation towards determining what data left the system. Conversely,
internal network traffic after exploitation may lead the incident response team to other targets. Therefore, one of the first steps after an incident has been declared is to collect as much session data as possible for all systems involved before, during and after the incident. Qradar provides a search capability for flow data in the same manner as standard log files can be searched. There are a multitude of options available including searching based upon IP address, ports, applications, number of bytes, flow direction, etc.

Session data is not only helpful after an incident has been identified, but can also be the reason for detecting an incident in the first place. For instance, why would a DNS server transfer a 50MB file outbound to a free file sharing service using SSL? Session data could highlight this anomalous activity assuming the correct reports or alerts have been developed. Intrusion detection based upon the amount of data transferred during a session will most often focus on outbound file transfers. Analysts will be looking for large outbound flows or flows with questionable destinations. The idea being, anyone intent on stealing corporate data must somehow transfer the data outside the network. If not done via physical means, then the Internet is the most likely option. Checking for session data is a great indicator of compromise because attackers cannot cover their actions via encryption. Qradar provides an alerting mechanism for network activity called sentries. Many sentries are created with the installation of a new system and custom sentries can also be developed.

Creating reports and alerts for intrusion detection based upon the size or destination of flows will take consistent tuning. Clearly, there are numerous possibilities for false positive. Also, the type of machine involved in the connection may also help in determining the likelihood of compromise. Again, the example used previously about a server making an outbound connection applies. Analysts will need to tune for false positives by identifying update sites, outsourcing relationships and commonly used services. Having some form of content data can be a significant help in quickly tuning false positives. Qradar includes a sentry to detect “External – Large Outbound Data Flow”. This sentry can be used to create an offense for such activity or add events to an existing offense to alert to possible data exfiltration after an incident.

Another technique for detecting intrusions based upon the size of network sessions is to look for large amounts of application data inside of protocols which should
have a limited size. Detecting these activities could be indicative of a covert channel. ICMP is an example of where this may apply. “Excessive amounts of data in ICMP traffic may indicate use of covert channels, especially if the content appears obscured. ICMP data that cannot be decoded is probably encrypted and encrypted content is a sure sign of a covert channel.” (Bejtlich, 2006) Sentries are available for several protocol related anomalies including: Unidirectional ICMP traffic

Frequency of requests can be another indicator of compromise. Security analysts need to understand what is “normal” for their network. Spikes in traffic or specific protocols should be a warning flag that something, possibly security related, is amiss on the network. These techniques can apply to the entire network, sub-networks or even specific hosts. “A covert channel may bear the headers and fields needed to look like DNS, but the content may be malicious. An internal workstation making very frequent DNS request may not be doing so for business purposes” (Bejtlich, 2006). Qradar offers many options configuring this kind of statistical data. Creating a statistical report of application usage is a good starting point. Once a baseline is developed, Qradar does have some capability to develop reports based upon deltas, or changes, in the data which could be very helpful in detecting anomalies.

Session duration is the final method for detecting intrusions from flow data. Protocols known for short session lengths could be analyzed for longer sessions in order to detect a possible covert channel. HTTP is a good example of a protocol that meets these criteria. “Web connections are usually short, even when HTTP 1.1 is used… A Web connection generally lasts several seconds. If an analyst notices a sustained outbound Web connection, something suspicious may be happening. An intruder may have crafted a custom covert channel tunneled over port 80.” (Bejtlich, 2006) Qradar comes with a predefined sentry called “Policy – External – Long Duration Flow Detected”. This rule will fire after a flow’s duration has exceeded 48 hours.
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7.1. Tuning with content

A report detailing outbound flow data flagged a FTP connection where approximately 1.3 Gigabytes of data was transferred outbound from a University employee’s computer late at night. The destination IP address did not resolve when queried via DNS. In addition, a WHOIS lookup on the IP address did not produce any relevant details. This situation would have been fairly labor intensive to resolve if not for the partial application data collected with the flow in question. Instead of having to further an investigation, we were able to quickly identify the transfer as non-malicious transfer.

The highlighted portion shows the file name of the upload. Since the file was uploaded from a basketball coach’s computer, a few hours after a scheduled basketball game, we can be very confident that this exchange was not malicious. In addition, we can add the IP address to our whitelist of known good transfer IPs so future reports will not flag these events.

Figure 12
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8. Detecting Client Side Attacks

Client side attacks are one of the top methods for a successful intrusion. Instead of an attacker targeting a server service directly, client side attacks are made possible by internal clients visiting malicious websites or content. “These are attacks that target vulnerabilities in client applications that interact with a malicious server or process malicious data. Here, the client initiates the connection that could result in an attack. If a client does not interact with a server, it is not at risk, because it doesn’t process any potentially harmful data sent from the server. “(Ridden, 2008) Successful client side attacks are usually aimed at one of two goals; either making the system part of a botnet or using the compromised system to attack other internal resources. When considering client side attacks, most people initially think of antivirus. Collecting and correlating antivirus logs is certainly a good idea. However, as previously stated, today’s attacks are regularly bypassing antivirus and this technology alone cannot be effective. Antivirus products which include heuristic or anomaly based detection may provide more valuable data as they can be correlated with other indications of compromise to isolate which system have a higher probability of being compromised. However, our focus will be on correlation of log data outside of antivirus alone.

Since the majority of operating systems continue to be Microsoft Windows based, the windows client logs are good place to start. First, the authentication and account management rules discussed in section 4 also apply to client side attacks. Creating alerts for similar activities such as locally created accounts and local group membership changes, especially local administrator’s group, are important.

Second, monitoring process information and new services can be very helpful in identifying rogue applications and malware. Windows produces an event log entry as each process starts (event ID 592/4688) and exists (event ID 593/4689). Once a client side attack has been identified, process logs can be extremely helpful in determining if any other systems inside the organization have been compromised in a similar manner. In addition, process logs may help in determining what an attacker did after the initial attack. Similarly, Windows will monitor a new service being installed. Event IDs 601 and 4697 will alert you to the installation of a new service. (Franklin-Smith)
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Third, Windows scheduled tasks are another event worth monitoring. Scheduled tasks are logged in Windows using event ID 602 and 4689 “Scheduled Task Created” (Franklin-Smith). Scheduled tasks can be used by attackers to regularly schedule some kind of attack or malware update. Scheduled tasks should be monitored on both servers and client workstations. Consider developing an alert, emailed to systems administrators for server side scheduled tasks. This will allow administrators to help identify malicious actions.

Fourth, changes to the audit policy or clearing of the event log. Attackers may attempt to hide their tracks by changing the audit policy to no longer log specific event or clearing the event log after a compromise. Either of these occurrences should be considered highly suspicious and investigated. Event ID 612 and 4719 logs changes to the audit policy and event id 517 and 1102 logs the security log being cleared. (Franklin-Smith)

Beyond Windows, there are a multitude of options for logging potentially malicious activity and correlating events. Organizations just need to make sure that whatever solutions they employ or are evaluating are supported by their SIEM solution. For instance, file integrity monitoring solutions which can log appropriate changes to the file system, especially new executables and registry changes. Both are good indicators of compromise. Host based intrusion detection systems may also have some of these features. Also, consider third party systems and devices which may help in identifying compromised machines. IDS systems may have alerts detecting possible infected computers. Commercial options such as the FireEye Security Applicance or the freely available BotHunter solution are great options to integrate into your existing log activities. The more sources you can correlate with the more likely your organization can be successful in detecting these attacks.

The following example in Figure 13 ties many of these concepts together into a real world example using Qradar. The offense description shown in the first red circle is the name of the exploit detected. This exploit refers to an obfuscated PDF document. The second red circle indicates that the system is vulnerable to the exploit. While an obfuscated PDF is not by itself malicious, Qradar has gathered vulnerability assessment data on the system and knows it’s running a vulnerable version of Adobe Reader. Below
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the blue circle, the top ten events are listed. Based upon the information provided, it appears that the following the exploit there has been some account logon activity and group membership changes. Clicking the “Events” button (blue circle) provides a full listing of the events shown in Figure 14. This list shows various events including the original exploit, several net.exe commands being issued, a user account being created and a group membership change. Clicking the “User Account Created” event shows that an account called “haX0r” was created locally. The “Group Member Added” event shows that the recently created account has been added to the administrator group.

Figure 13
9. Conclusion

Attackers continue to find new methods for penetrating networks and compromising hosts. Therefore, defenders need to look for indications of compromise from as many sources as possible. Collecting and analyzing log data across the enterprise can be a challenging endeavor. However, the wealth of information for intrusion detection analysts is well worth the effort. SIEM solutions can help intrusion detection by collecting all relevant data in a central location and providing customizable altering and reporting. In addition, SIEM solutions can provide significant value by helping to determine whether or not an incident occurred. The challenge for analysts is creating effective alerts in order to catch today’s sophisticated and well funded attackers.

Those new to SIEM should start small, implementing a few of the basic methods, test them and understand their output before moving to more advanced options. Also, analysts must have the time and capability to continually review their detection mechanisms and look for new methods for detecting compromise. In the end, the goal of “SIEM Based Intrusion Detection” should be to have enough data available to the analyst to identify a potential compromise and provide as much detail as possible before beginning formal incident response processes.
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